
 
 

Vol. XIV, No. 1                                             “Ever But In Times of Need At Hand”                                                    January, 2006 

 
 
Greetings from the Trayn’d Bandes of London, a federation of living history groups for the period 1585-

1645, distinguished by their pursuit of both civilian and military activities, cultivation of first-person interpretation, 
and fanatical devotion to historically accurate mayhem. 

The constituent groups are Gardener’s Companie (centered in Virginia-Maryland), the Tabard Inn Society 
(centered in Ontario), and the Westminster Trayn’d Bandes (centered in Texas). 
 The FDBQ at present time is published bi-annually by Gardiner’s Companie. 

 
 

CALENDAR 
 
March 18 & 19 - Military Through the Ages, Jamestown, VA; The Settlement hosts as reenactors depict soldiers 
and military encounters from the Middle ages to modern times demonstrate camp life, military tactics, and 
weaponry. Need for volunteers. Volunteers may sleep in the fort. POC Greg Glewwe; 301-698-1269; 
glewweg@adelphia.net (Other Event) 
 
May 12-14 – Mousehole, Arvonia, VA; St. George’s Day. Tavern brawls, food, drink, pike drill, food, drink, and 
more! POC Nancy Kiel, 757-220-6857, r.carnegie@verizon.net; or Sandy Toscano, 410-515-9230, 
jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net (Major Event) 
 
August 5-21– Pennsic; Need Point of Contact (SCA Event.) 
 
September 9-10, 2006 – Defender’s Day, Ft. McHenry, Baltimore. Need Pikemen to cross over into the 19th 
century and support Bob Talbot by joining the Virginia Militia for the day or weekend. Ladies are welcome (Jane 
Austin era); Tea in the afternoon. POC Greg Glewwe; 301-698-1269; glewweg@adelphia.net (Other Event) 
 
October 7 & 8 – Training Weekend, Jamestown Settlement. This will possibly be the last chance attend the Basic 
Interpretive Methodology class before the anniversary events. This class is highly recommended for volunteers and 
instructs how to interpret according to the Settlement format. POC Sandy Toscano, 410-515-9230, 
jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net or Diane Glewwe, 301-698-1269, noblewood@adelphia.net (Other Event) 
 
November 9 – National Teach-In, Jamestown. Volunteers are needed! An electronic classroom will be broadcasted 
to reach more than 50 million students in grades one through 12 at more than 90,000 schools. Volunteers are needed 
to support the Jamestown Settlement’s portion of the activity. POC Sandy Toscano, 410-515-9230, 
jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net or Diane Glewwe, 301-698-1269, noblewood@adelphia.net (Other Event) 
 
November 22-24 - Foods & Feasts, Jamestown; Butchering, larding, and cooking demonstrations are the 
highlights. Military Demonstrations are scheduled. Interpreters and volunteers needed.  POC Sandy Toscano; 410-
515-9230; jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net  (Other Event) 
 
2007 
January  - YULE: The Barn in Abingdon; Third Annual Elizabethan Mystery Dinner accompanied by gaming, 
Father Christmas, and spontaneous frolicking. POC Carla Bauer; 410-569-7342; bauercarla@msn.com or Sandy 
Toscano; 410-515-9230; jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net (Major Event) 
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May 11-14: Anniversary Day, Jamestown; A once in our lifetime event celebrating the 400th anniversary of the 
landing at Jamestown, Virginia. Three days centered at the Jamestown sites. The President and First Lady, Queen 
Elizabeth II and other members of the Royal Family have been invited to participate in this landmark event, which 
will feature pageantry, musical performances, cultural presentations and celebrity appearances. 
www.americas400thanniversary.com; Fort volunteers will be in great need. POC Sandy Toscano; 410-515-9230; 
jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net or Diane Glewwe, 301-698-1269, noblewood@adelphia.net (Other Event) 
 
 
Event Type Descriptions:  
 
Major Events: These are the most important ones in the calendar and everyone is strongly encouraged to try to make it to as many 
of these as they reasonably can. They tend to be at our highest level of authenticity with a goodly amount of persona play.  
 
Minor Events: These are smaller events which people are encouraged to attend if they wish. They still tend to be at a high level of 
authenticity, but there may not be quite as much persona play.  
 
SCA Events: These are standard SCA events that some of our members will attend. Our authenticity will often not be at a different 
level, but it does not set the standard for others around us. There tends to be very little persona play, except at Pennsic. 
 
Other Events: These are events that tend to be outside our normal timeframe, have good shopping opportunities, or don't really fit 
into any other category but may be of interest to the group.  
 
Workshop Events: These are events that are intended to accomplish a goal, always done in modern attire. These are intended for 
members first, and others if room/time permits. 

 
->------ 

The George Inn  
 

 …In Southwark, within the same hour, a young 
man is lying in the yard of the George Inn. Returning 
from a trip to the jakes, a patron of the Inn, Master James 
Hamilton, notices the body and a trickle of blood… 
                                                                      - Yule 2006

 
 Though the Barn was in Abingdon, 
Maryland, the Companie was in Southwark, at 
The George. Though belated, these photos are 
of the existing George Inn taken in 2003 during 
the Gardener’s unofficial England tour.  
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This view is 
the interior of 
one of the pub 
rooms.  
 
 
 

Photos by Greg Glewwe 
 

 
 

Yule 2006 – at the Barn 
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Nothing Comes From Nogood 
Gardiners Companie Yule 

1585 
By Carla Bauer and Diane Glewwe 

 
 

 
“Cut purse!”  
 A cry sounds from within the horde of 
departing patrons as the latest play, The 
Famous Victories of Henry the Fifth, performed 
by The Queen’s Men is letting out at the Bull Inn, 
London. It is late afternoon. 
 The crowd parts to reveals the body of a 
wealthy gentleman, the source of the cry, lying 
dead on the gravel walk. Laces attached to his 
belt, cut and evidence of a theft. 
 “Aye, he’s dead!” Someone shouts. 
 Master Edwin Passwater was one of the 
first people to step of from the crowd, followed 
by Master Gamble. But it was Edwin who saw 
the murder scene immediately after it happened.  
Master Gamble recognized the dead man as the 
man who was at the estate office. 

->------ 
 In Southwark, within the same hour, a 
young man is lying in the yard of the George Inn. 
Returning from a trip to the jakes, a patron of the 
Inn, Master James Hamilton, notices the body 
and a trickle of blood. He heard the sound of 
footsteps running away. The stranger has been 
stabbed. A hand reaches out to Master Hamilton 
and he bends down to look closer at the boy. 
The hand grabs James’ sleeve. Slowly, its grip 
loosens and slides down Hamilton’s arm. With 
what may have been his last breath, the boy 
says, “Captain Gardiner.” 
 Searching for an identity, James 
inspects the pouch. A scented handkerchief, a 
key, a broadside from the play mentioned 
above, and a piece of linen paper with five 
names written on it: Master Orlando, Master 
Stephen Crossley, Master Alan Gravesend, and 
Cat’s Perch were all he got to before being 
interrupted. 
 Master Nathaniel Sharpe asks, “Can’t 
be! Is that Neville, Captain Gardiner’s nephew?” 
Jack Wright stuck his head out of the doorway.  
 “I reckon the boy does look like Neville, 
but something about him isn’t quite right,” 
Master Hamilton comments. “Something about 
this evening doesn’t seem right.” 
 Jack reassures them that it can’t be 
Neville, because Neville was with him this 

afternoon at Edwin Passwater’s.  I walked him 
home to his Uncle’s before coming here.” 
 “I’ll take the boy to Mistress Hamilton, 
she’ll know what to do with him,” James replied. 

->------ 
 It’s finally time for the Yule dinner! 
 Dinner is served and discussion of the 
past days commenced.  
 Master Hamilton informs that the boy is 
coming around and has been sent to Captain 
Gardiner’s house and shares the contents of the 
pouch with the guests. 
 A lengthy discussion of the items 
ensued.  
 Master Jeffrey Gamble met with the 
estate agent two days ago only to meet up with 
Captain Gardner and Master Alan Gravesend 
who, by the way, was in company of a fine 
scotch. A rude gentleman barged into the 
building looking for the office clerk. He spoke 
loudly. As he looked about he saw the good 
Captain. A twisted grin came upon the man’s 
face as he greeted the Captain, “If it isn’t 
Captain Gardner of the London Trayn’d 
Bandes.” 
 The Captain acknowledges the man 
with a stern voice and a nod, “Master Nigel 
Nogood.” 
 Master Nogood noticed a key dropped 
by Master Gravesend, unnoticed, when he 
pulled a flask from his travel bag.  
 The estate agent led the Captain, 
Master Gravesend, and Master Gamble to his 
office leaving Master Nogood in the hall furious 
and shouting, “Clerk! I must see the clerk.”  
 When alone, he swiftly picked the key 
up and put it in his pouch. 
 On the same day it seems that many of 
the guests were out shopping.  
 Mistress Gamble is at Master Orlando's 
tailor shop admiring an embroidered 
handkerchief with the letter “F” embroidered. 
Mistress Gamble was witness to a confrontation 
as Captain Gardner entered the shop followed 
by queer little man. They were discussing 
"proof", and a letter, and a boy! 
 In haste, Mistress Gamble left brushing 
the sleeve of Mistress Fanny from the Cat’s 
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Perch Inn who just entered. They both briefly 
stopped to hear the captain say, “Master 
Beddingfield will take these matters in hand. He 
is already aware of them!”  
 As Captain Gardner's barrister, Master 
Robert Beddingfield is quite aware that the good 
Captain is purchasing property. He could not be 
at the meeting, but has noticed that Captain 
Gardner has not been acting himself of late. 
Apparently the Captain has not been frequenting 
the Cat's Perch or "goose on a platter", but 
Master Beddingfield attributes the Captain’s 
behavior to the worries of purchasing land. 
Fanny is even quite distant around Capt 
Gardner - in the Cat's Perch though, which is 
unusual. 
 In Stephen Crossley’s stationer’s shop 
Mistress Isobel Beddingfield is purchasing 
household accounts books. She notices the 
unique papers in stock. Master Crossley proudly 
informed Mistress Beddingfield that he has been 
contracted to publish the broadside for the 
Queen’s Men of their latest play, The Famous 
Victories of Henry the Fifth.   
 Master Brent entered the shop in search 
of reading materials for his good wife, Christine. 
Practice with reading will strengthen her skills to 
keep the household accounts.  
 At Thomas Pennington’s shop the key 
was discussed. It’s the small key that belongs to 
Captain Gardner. Gravesend was to deliver it to 
Master Beddingfield, but discovered that is was 
missing and was frantic at its loss. He could not 
recall losing it or how he could have lost it. 
 The next morning, Master Studdley 
makes his way to the Wise Woman’s cottage on 
his way home to retrieve the potion for the cats 
that Mistress Anna Collins owns.   
 The wise woman commented that she 
saw Mistress Hamilton’s girl today. She came by 
for some healing salve. The Mistress is tending 
that young man Master James found at the 
George Inn. Mistress Pennington heard the story 
as well when picking up a salve.  
 The laundress was a stop this day for 
Mistress Pennington as well where she met up 
with Mistress Christine and, new to Southwark, 
Mistress Diane who is looking for employment. 
  The laundress shared her story with the 
ladies about meeting a handsome sailor named 
Sean. He told her of a man who was a 
passenger on the ship he just docked with. A 
boy accompanied the man.  The old man spoke 
loudly and was always checking to see if his 
pouch was in place and secure, quite obsessive 
about it. The sailor warned the laundress to stay 
clear of this man if he came for laundry. A 
Master Nogood, Nigel Nogood was his name. 

Sean took a liking to the boy, but not fond of the 
old man at all. Treated him as a servant, but 
called him his grandson. Sean warned the man 
to have a care with the boy. 
 Mistress Stockman was dropping off 
laundry and listened to the story for a minute. 
Before she left she told the women she saw 
Mistress Hamilton talking with the wise woman, 
but wasn’t close enough to hear what they were 
discussing.  The Wise Woman said she would 
make ANY kind of potion for the right price.  
Mistress Stockman heard the Mistress Hamilton 
had taken in a young boy. Is it the same boy the 
sailor spoke of?” 
 No one knew for certain. Could the wise 
woman have been involved? 
 Mistress Christine and Mistress 
Pennington walked together on the way back to 
their homes. Christine told Elizabeth Pennington 
about meeting Fanny on the street whilst 
returning from St. Mary's Overies. Christine tells 
you that Fanny was flaunting a fancy 
handkerchief embroidered with her initial, that 
she said she had gotten from a very special 
friend whose name she will not reveal.  
 Was the wise woman involved? What 
has Fanny been up to? Has Stephen Crossley 
been involved with this Nogood fellow since the 
paper on which the names were written seemed 
to be the same as that which people saw in his 
shop?  Who could this boy be? What of this 
sailor? Is he a vagabond in the city or just 
passing through? 
 The sun has set as evening draws near; 
a knock is heard upon the door. Gareth Sharpe 
answers the door and accepts a letter delivered 
for Master Robert Beddingfield. The letter is 
accompanied by a journal. 
 Master Beddingfield reads the letter 
aloud for all to hear the contents. 
 
Greetings to Master Beddingfield from Captain 
Thomas Gardner. 
 By my hand I do write that upon the 
recovery of Marcus Nogood I must share with 
you the following information in order to relieve 
anyone of any guilt or indecision about the 
events two evenings ago at the Bull Inn. I must 
say that Marcus is sufficiently recovered and is 
of sound mind. The boy has confided to me, with 
members of my household as witnesses, that he 
is not Nigel Nogood’s grandson, but his nephew. 
He was apprenticed to him by his Mother, who 
died of the Plague. Master Nogood has even 
forced Marcus into pick-pocketing for spare 
money. While on ship from Pembroke to Dover a 
sailor, Sean Goodman, became his friend. 
Marcus struck up conversation with the man and 
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enjoyed his company while on board. The sailor 
kept an eye on the boy and even had words with 
Master Nogood about his ill treatment of the boy. 
True to his nature, Master Nogood became 
angry and threatened the sailor. In short, the 
sailor happened to be at the Bull Inn for the play 
and witnessed Marcus being beaten by his 
“grandfather”. He had followed them out and 
confronted Nogood, against Marcus’ protests.  
Nogood spoke ill words and angered the sailor – 
who drew his blade and committed the murder! 
 I know for a fact that I have proof to 
show who the father of Marcus is. I regret that 
the document is in a locked box of which the key 
to that lock was in the hands of Master 
Gravesend who, with the help of his whiskey, 
has misplaced it. I shall seek a locksmith. 
Perhaps Master Passwater can assist me in that 
effort. 
 Until further word, keep safe and be 
blessed by our Lord and be ever in times of 
need at hand. 
 Captain Thomas Gardiner 
 

->------ 
 

 The key from the pouch, could it be?  
 Master Beddingfield brings forth the box 
that has been in his safe keeping for at least 

fifteen years. He picks up the key. It opened the 
lock.  
 
Inside there is a parchment still intact. It reads: 
 By my hand on this the sixteenth day of 
August in the year of our lord 1567 let it be 
recorded that that I, Captain Thomas Gardner, is 
the legitimate father of the boy baptized Marcus 
Thomas Nogood born of Mistress Anne Nogood. 
It is upon her untimely death that I record this 
statement and vow to locate the boy to care for 
his well being. 
 Signed by Captain Thomas Gardiner 
and witnessed by Arthur Nogood and Nigel 
Nogood; grandfather and uncle respectively. 
 Those interested paid heed to Master 
Beddingfield as he reads the highlights of the 
journal covering the past few days. The journal 
is written in the hand of Master Nigel Nogood. 
 All concluded with a toast to the good 
Captain Gardiner! 

->------ 
 

Out of respect for Anne Nogood, who would 
have married the good Captain if she had 

survived, let it be said that something good does 
comes from Nogood, Marcus that is! 

 

 

Mousehole 2006 

St. George’s Day 
 

May 12-14, 2006 
The Farm, Arvonia, Virginia 

 

Tavern brawls, food, drink, pike drill, food, drink, and more! 
 
 

POC Nancy Kiel, 757-220-6857, r.carnegie@verizon.net or 
Sandy Toscano, 410-515-9230, jimandsandytoscano@comcast.net 
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St. George 
By Carla Bauer 

 
 
Since everything about St. George is dubious, the 
following details of his life should be taken as 
mythical.  It is believed that he was born in Turkey, 
during the 3rd century AD.  His parents were 
Christian, but he became a Roman soldier.  During 
his time as a soldier, he protested against Rome's 
persecution of Christians, was imprisoned and 
tortured, eventually beheaded in 304 AD.  He is well 
know for his chivalrous behavior, protecting women, 
fighting evil, depending on his faith and the might of 
arms, and providing largess to the poor.  The most 
famous myth of St. George is probably a 
Christianized version of an older pagan myth. 
 
St. George, the patron saint of England and the 
Order of the Garter, is best known from his legend of 
the Dragon, also called the "Golden Legend".  The 
legend goes that a terrible dragon had ravaged all the 
country round a city of Libya, called Selena, making 
its lair in a marshy swamp.  Its breath caused 
pestilence whenever it approached the town, so the 
people gave the monster two sheep every day to 

satisfy its hunger.  When the sheep failed, a human victim was necessary and lots were drawn 
to determine the victim.  On one occasion, the lot fell to the king's daughter.  The king offered all 
his wealth to purchase a substitute, but the people had pledged themselves that no substitutes 
should be allowed, and the maiden, dressed as a bride, was led to the marsh.  St. George 
chanced to ride by asking the maiden what she was about, but she bade him leave her lest he 
also might perish.  The good knight stayed and when the dragon appeared, St. George, making 
the sign of the cross, bravely attacked the dragon and transfixed it with his lance.  He asked the 
maiden for her girdle, bound it round the neck of the dragon, and thereupon the princess was 
able to lead it like a lamb.  They returned to the city, where St. George bade the people to have 
no fear, but only be baptized, after which he cut off the dragon's head, and the townsfolk were 
all converted to Christianity.  The King wished to give half his kingdom to St. George, but the 
saint replied that he must ride on, bidding the king take good care of God's churches, honor the 
clergy, and have pity on the poor. 
 
St. George is also considered the patron saint of soldiers, archers, 
cavalry and chivalry, farmers and field workers, riders and saddlers.  It 
is believed that St. George became popular in England during the 
crusades, but Edward III (reigned 1327-77) used St. George to provide 
a focus for loyalty towards the monarch among his leading nobles, 
providing his realm with a national saint to solidify the ever precarious 
loyalty of his nobles.  Edward III began the Order of the Garter (around 
1348), which is the oldest and most prestigious chivalric institution in 
England.  Edward III is also one of the major builders of Windsor Castle, 
home of St. George's Chapel, which is the official home of the Order of 
the Garter.  The chapel was begun in 1475 by Edward IV, and finished 
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50 years later.  During Elizabeth's days, St. George is mentioned by Spenser at the beginning of 
his Faerie Queene, his hero, the Red Cross Knight is described: 
 
  But on his breast a bloody Cross he bore, 
  The dear remembrance of his dying Lord, 
  For whose sweet sake that glorious badge we wore 
  And dead (as living) ever he adored. 
  We are told also that the hero thought continually of wreaking vengeance: 
  Upon his foe, a dragon horrible and stern. 
 
There are many other things associated with St. George: 
 Why wear blue on St. George's Day? 
 Why would you wear a red rose on this day? 
 Where did the idea of the garter come from? 
 Who is the real person that St. George is depicting? 
 Where did the flag of St. George came from? 
 What battles was St. George seen fighting at (after his death)? 
 How did he really die? 
 
All of this information will be provided for lots of discussion at Mousehole this year.  Plan to 
attend and you will also know the details of St. George! 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

From www.britannia.com 

 St. George is still venerated in a large number of places, by followers of particular 
occupations and sufferers from certain diseases. George is the patron saint of Aragon, 
Catalonia, Georgia, Lithuania, Palestine, Portugal, Germany and Greece; and of Moscow, 
Istanbul, Genoa and Venice (second to St Mark). 

 He is patron of soldiers, cavalry and chivalry; of farmers and field workers, Boy 
Scouts and butchers; of horses, riders and saddlers; and of sufferers from leprosy, plague and 
syphilis. He is particularly the patron saint of archers, which gives special point to these 
famous lines from Shakespeare's Henry V, Act 3, Scene 1, l. 31:  

'I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips,  
Straining upon the start. The game's afoot:  
Follow your spirit; and, upon this charge 

Cry God for Harry, England and St George!’ 
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Poynts 
By Cathy Snell 

A point is a tie or lace used to fasten a garment and tipped with a chape, tag or aglet. Point, pins and 
buttons were the most common items sold by Haberdashers and were typically stocked in great quantity. 
There is even some evidence that Haberdashers were producing and not just re-selling points. By the end 
of the 16th century, aglets were sometimes used for decoration without the tie or lace and could be 
ornate, but plain points were also still commonly in use.  

Morris quotes from Article 24 in the Book of New Ordinances passed between 1509 and 1635, 
reproduced in History and Antiquities of the Worshipful Company of Leathersellers of the City of London 
by William Henry Black 1871: "No person of the said fellowship shall make, or do to be made, any 
poynctes or laces of ledder, silke, threde, or cadews; but that they shall be well and workmanly made, 
wrought, and clene sett on, perced and nailed, sharped, fylled and raised." This along with analysis of the 
insides of surviving aglets, shows that ties were made of leather, woven or braided silk, or wool tape (also 
known as cadews, caddis or caddow). Aglets varied a little in length and were generally conical in shape. 
Some of the decorative aglets were also tubular (with no taper). The two main methods of attaching the 
aglet to the tie are crimping and riveting, though riveting was more common.  

Arnold mentions a purchase of tools for attaching the lace to aglet from 1579, "… for a bodkin a Hammer 
a litell Sythye and other Tooles to tagged Poyntes withal clenlye wrought". This and the ordinance above 
provide a glimpse of how points and aglets were made. A bodkin was a tool for piercing a hole in textiles 
and would have been used to make room for a rivet. I have been unable to find what a sythye is, other 
than possibly a small knife.  

There are plenty of examples of points 
and aglets from finds and 
contemporary portraits. Each of the 
points presented here is an example 
of a type found in period. From left to 
right:  

• Point made of wool tape. This 
was one of my early attempts 
at aglets.  

• Point of leather and riveted or 
'nailed'. Surviving aglets show 
traces of rust around the 
rivets which leads to the 
conclusion that the rivets were 
iron. I was unable to find a 
source for a soft iron and 
have substituted copper for 
the rivets.  

• Point made of a hollow braid (from Swales and Williams, no. 12) of silk riveted to the aglet and 
crimped. Arnold includes figures taken from sample books of fingerloop braids (c.1600) which 
specify patterns for making points: 'to make a round and hollow poynte', 'to make a drum poynt', 
'to make a 10 boed point in a wave' (pp 220-221).  

• Point made of a silk tape or ribbon. The aglet has been crimped to stay in place.  
• Pattern or shape of the aglet before it is formed.  
• Point mode of a silk ribbon and crimped. The end of the ribbon protrudes out the small end or 

bottom of the aglet to form a decorative fringe as seen in Cheater with the Ace of Diamonds.  
• A simple reproduction point sewn with silk braid. While not as historically accurate in construction, 

an aglet of this type is easily made from brass tubing.  
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• The points coming into the picture from the right were purchased from Historic Enterprises and 
are included for comparison.  

Examples  

The Cheat with the Ace of Diamonds, c.1630 - Check out the 'tuft' on the end of the aglets. 
Margaret Audley, duchess of Norfolk, 1562 - Decorative aglets on the gown. 
The leather jerkin from the Waterer collection in Abingdon Museum has it's original silk points with rivited 
aglets. 
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A Day in the Fort 
Sunday Training Session at Jamestown Settlement 

By Diane & Greg Glewwe 
 
Sunday went well. It was cold, much like that first Virginia winter was. 
 

To start, we received 
some wood working 
instructions, from fort 
staffer, Howard, on 
how to use an ax to 
split wood. Gareth 
now has a new 
hobby! He really 
enjoyed using the ax. 
Diane even got the 
chance to lift the ax. It 
took two tries, but 
managed to split a 
chunk of wood. 
 
At 10 am, the church 
bells rang for 
services. We attended 
church and Jim 
Dorsey presented a 
thirty minute program 
on the people and 
church at early 
Jamestown. Different 

members in the “congregation” portrayed a person from the fort and each read a small paragraph about 
themselves and their position in regard to religion/attending church. One person was a laborer who 
described his simple religious need. As governor, Diane (Katherine) got to read the about the duties of 
attending church and later read a few of the Laws Divine,  and Moral and Martial…which pointed out that 
the three offenses she read, all had the consequence of death. It was pointed out that most people were 
illiterate and it was the pastor/reverend’s duty to periodically read the Laws Divine, Moral and Martial 
aloud during a service and include these matters in his sermons to remind people of the consequences of 
their actions. 
 
From church, we proceeded to the storehouse where a brief scenario portrayed receiving work orders 
and obtaining equipment needed for the day. Duties were assigned by mess unit (about 5 men or so) and 
if one’s duties were to plow a portion of land for the garden, the corporal or sergeant within the unit would 
check out what was needed at the store house and sign for it. It was also recorded by the Clerk. Using a 
shovel as an example, if it came back damaged, the person who checked the item out was responsible 
for repairing it; in this case, filing the shovel edge even, if nicked. If the item is broken or can not be 
repaired, the person then returns it to the storehouse and places a report with the clerk, who then records 
that report. As a Company, unless a person purchases something on their own, everything is owned by 
the Virginia Company. This was presented by Greg (of the Fort, the gardener) who began our rations by 
distributing barley corn and dried peas. Included was a discussion of work assignments such as pickling 
sturgeon for export. 
 
Next, we broke off into two groups and continued on to receive our daily rations. This would have actually 
been done by one trusted member of the unit. At the buttery we received a jug of ale/cider, pound of 
butter and cheese for 2 women, who receive half rations, and 4 men (including Gareth). The interpreter 
Vince, the blacksmith, gave us a brief history of the use of a buttery and dispensing food. The buttery is 
not the place where they made butter, but a storage building that stores the more expensive food goods.   
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In the kitchen the meat was given out. We received ham that was butchered at Foods and Feasts two 
years ago. Jeff (fort staff) had begun the process of boiling the pork the day before. I have to admit that I, 
Diane, was reluctant to taste the ham, but one bite was all I needed to change my mind. That was 
probably the best tasting ham I have had. Our bread came from the Devon oven behind the kitchen. With 
all our food stuffs, we went to the place I call home, the four-bay building to prepare our meal. It is home 
because of all the time I have spent interpreting this building. With its large fireplace and large 
reproduction table to work on, it is a good place to do the cooking demonstrations. 
 
Actually, it was lunch time at that point and we were free to do whatever we wanted. Jeff had some 
prepared slit pea soup in the kitchen he was offering to the group. Most of us pulled dishes and ate split 
pea soup, boiled ham, bread and cheese. Gareth chose to use his time to cook his rations. Cindy 
coached him on preparing split pea soup and boiling the remaining barley. Those who sampled the fare, 
about two hours later, said it was really good. 
 

After lunch, Howard 
showed us how to rive 
plank wood for 
clapboard roofing and 
walls with a froe. He 
explained that they 
then shipped the 
wood back to England 
in this form, making it 
easier to get into the 
hold of a ship. It’s 
splitting the wood 
thinner for shingles or 
wattle. He also 
showed us how the 
shaving horsebench 
worked to hold the 
wood while you use a 
draw knife to work it 
down to a rough 
round. One use for 
this type of wood 
piece is the round 
pegs used in the fort 

fence to fix it onto the brace or for an ax handle. It makes a great children’s activity and Howard also 
discussed some of the specifics of doing it hands-on with children. 
 
The guys went off to do Black Powder and the ladies stayed with Cindy to learn the Laundry 
Interpretation. We washed a ticking from one of the beds. Main point of that interpretation is that the two 
occupations recorded as being held by women employed by the Virginia Company was Laundress and 
Seamstress. Cindy explained the basics of how soap is made and that it was ironic that the soap came 
from England, while Jamestown was shipping wood ash to England for making soap. Remembering that 
goods needed came from England, the people at the fort were there to earn money for the Company, not 
to make things for themselves. 
 
At 4pm the to church bells rang again for vespers…Jim Dorsey, as he said, was not going to read out of 
the Common Book of prayed for thirty minutes, but he instead presented another program that is used 
with the school children to educate a bit about the Council and how John Smith became president. Seven 
men were given the persona of one of the seven men who were appointed by the Virginia Company to be 
on the Council. The men came up to the front pews and after Jim read what happened to the particular 
person during their position as President, they returned to the rear of the church.  
 
Gareth was Captain Gosnold and Allan (Heather’s brother) was another council member, but it was Greg 
(Nathaniel) who portrayed the disliked by everyone else on the Council, arrogant, know-it-all Captain 
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John Smith. Typecasting? Maybe! Turns out, in brief, that the first Governor went back to England, the 
next one dies, another eventually is arrested for something …other council members die or go back to 
England…leaving Smith holding the bag after the first 18 months!! It’s no wonder that the settlement had 
such a rough start. Overall, it is Captain Smith; despite the personal opinions of others, who organizes the 
Settlement before he himself returns to England for treatment from a gunpowder accident in 1609. 
 
When church was over, Cindy led the volunteers back to the classroom for heat and a critique. No one 
found fault with the weekend. It went well. The only suggestion I thought of yesterday is that there should 
be a brief break of 10-15 minutes between classes on Saturday to get up and out of the class to mingle, 
talk and get drinks. The classes ran into each other too much and ran over enough that it was continuous 
sitting. 
 
Building update:  
Greg is standing near the new foundation for the relocation of the church. Ahead, on the left, is the 
Officer’s building, presently being used as the Court of Guard. In the far center, you can see the new 
Court of Guard under construction. Once the original church is removed, the storehouse (old one on the 
right) will be rebuilt near the site of the old church. They will loose the old tree presently there, but it is 
diseased and dying. 
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The Fort during Saturday’s lunch time snow shower. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Susan Constance 
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Gardiners Companie Shirts  
 
Black T-shirts and sweatshirts with a White Ink Imprint are available along with the traditional blue and 
grey shirts Black ink image. Hooded Sweathshirts (Hoodies) have been added. Orders will be filled when 
there is a minimum of twelve shirts of each color ink. 
 
The front of the shirts have “Da Boys” on it and the back will have the Companie motto, “Ever but at times 
of need at hand”. If the same manufacturer is available, they are 100% pre-shrunk cotton. Sweatshirt is of 
lightweight material. 
 
T-shirts: S, M, L, XL = $12; XXL = 14; XXXL = $16 
Sweatshirts: S, M, L, XL = $18; XXL = 20; XXXL = $22 
Hoodies: S, M, L, XL = $20 
 
PLEASE NOTE: Payment must be received with order. Checks written out to Sandy Toscano 
(Treasurer). Please note on check at bottom left, “Gardiner’s Shirts”. Shirts will be delivered at various 
Companie activities and events or add $8.00 postage cost for one shirt; $1.00 for each additional shirts 
for shipping via US Priority Mail. Mail to: Diane Glewwe, 1808 Noblewood Ct., Frederick, MD 21702. 
 

ORDER FORM 
 

T-shirts 
Gardiner’s Blue or Grey (with black ink); Black (with white ink);  
T-shirts: S, M, L, XL = $12; XXL = 14; XXXL = $16 
Quantity Size and Color                        Price Each Total  
    
    
    

Sweatshirts 
Blue or Grey (with black ink) or Black (with white ink) 
Sweatshirts: S, M, L, XL = $18; XXL = 20; XXXL = $22 
Quantity Size and Color                        Price Each Total  
    
    
    

Hoodie 
Gardiner’s Blue or Grey (with black ink); Black (with white ink);  
S, M, L, XL = $20 
Quantity Size and Color                        Price Each Total  
    
    
    
  US Postal Service Priority Shipping, 
  add $8.00, plus $1.00 per additional shirt  + _________ 
 
                                                                          Grand total = _________ 
 
Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City: ______________________________________________________________________ State: _________________________ 
 
Phone:  ____________________________________________ E-mail:________________________________________________  

Need Info? Contact Diane Glewwe at 301-698-1269; noblewood@adelphia.net 
 

“ Ever but 
at times 

of need at 
hand ”  


